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To maximize engine performance, many builders 
check to see that the lifter bores are in the same plane as 
the camshaft. Most production engines are within .010" 
(0.25 mm) and will peifonn perfectly for many years. 

If the lifter bores do need realignment, you 'U need a 
special fixture and tooling for boring the holes oversize 
and fitting lifter sleeves into the block. Sleeves are made 
from cast iron or a bronze alloy. They should be press-
fit with a quality anaerobic compound. Machining of the 
sleeve may be required to obtain the correct size bore. 

Connecting Rods 
hi Chapter 2, we looked at the different types of 

connecting rods ClllTently used in passenger car and 
truck engines. Early connecting rods were designed for 

. engines that generated 20-40 horsepower and had to 
cope with compression ratios no g reater than 6: 1. These 
museum pieces were weak-looking by today's standards. 
They utilized poured bearings -- melted Babbitt poured 
into a fom1 placed around the connecting rod (Figure 
2.46). To fit the rod to the crankshaft, the rod bearing 
was bored to fit the crank pin. 

Figure 9.65 This small displacement engine produces over 450 Hp@ 
9,800 Rpm's. (Courtesy, Lancia) 

Today's connecting rods strain tmder 3,000+ horse-
power in racing engines, or as few as 50 to 300 horse-
power in a passenger car. Regardless of a vehicle's use, 
the connecting rod must be free of defects, straight and 
on-size. If the connecting rods a.re overlooked during an 
engine rebuild, the result is sho11ened engine life. 

The tunnel or housing bore of the rod plays a sig-
nificant role in engine operation. It must be round and 
parallel to the piston pin bore. Smface finish must be 
quite low in order to efficiently transfer heat away from 
the bearing inse11s. 

After many hours of operation the housing bore can 
become out-of-round The majority of this out-of-round 
condition can be measured where the cap and rod mate 
-- the parting edge. Measurements at the parting edge 

(side-to-side) tend to be larger than when the rod is 
measmed end-to-end. Out- f round is what we call the 
condition wheo one measurement location is larger than 
another 90° away. A limited amount of out-of-round is 
acceptable. 

In Chapter 7, we looked at how the connecting rod 
was measured for concentricity with a prec ision gage 
and found that the rod was measured from the 12 
o'clock to the 6 o'clock locations, and then again at the 2 
o'clock, and 8 o'clock positions. The area from the 2 
o'clock to 8 o'clock locations and the 3 o'clock' to 9 
o'clock positions will expe1ience the most out-of-round 
condition. 

Figure 9.66 A precision gage is used to check the housing bore for size, 
out-of-round, and taper. 

The rod is considered acceptable if the parting edge 
location does not entirely clean-up during the recondi-
tioning process. This small area allows a small pool of 
oil to f01m and provides increased oil wedge dtu-ing 
h1brication. To promote this same effect, some bearing 
manufacturers make a Delta-wall bearing where the 
edges of the insert are thinned. By thinning the edges you 
promote the fomiation of the oil pool. 

Connecting rods stretch, slightly, at the parting line 
during extreme operating conditions. The housing bore 
pulls in towards the journal, while the center-to-center 
length increases. Over long periods of time, the housing 
bore is forced out-of-round to a point that it never re-
turns to a round shape. 

Rods having gone to metal (housing bore making 
physical contact with the crankshaft) must be inspected 
very closely during the non-destructive testing (NDT) 
process. Metal build-up on the h!)using bore interior 
should be removed with a file before reconditiomng. It is 
imperative that these rods be resized before returning 
them to service. Should cracks or fractures be found 
during NDT, replace the rod without hesitation. 

The press-fit piston pin retention system is used on 
most engines. It is important to measure the pin bore for 

size. Press-fit pin bores a.re made slightly smaller 
[approximately .0008"-0.0012" (0,02-0,03 mm)] than 
the diameter of the pin. Caution: Always measure the 
pin bore before the pin is installed Excessive material in 
the pin bore will cause the pin to seize half way through 
during installation and cause the pin to become loose. 
Over size pins are available for most applications to 
correct loose fitting or out-of-specification pins. In the 
majority of cases, press-fit pin bores do not require re-
conditiomng. If a press-fit pin rod must be resized for an 
oversize piston, so to will the piston pin bore. 

Figure 9.67 A rod with replaceable pin bushings. 

On those rods fitted with f ree-floating pins, bronze 
busrungs are used to support the pin. There are two 
methods used for their repair: Fit an oversjze pin to the 
rod and piston; or remove, replace and fit a new pin 
bushing for the same (stock) size pin. 

The housing and pin bores must be perpendicular to 
one another. Misalignment can cause rubbing of the 
piston skirts on the cylinders and cause edge-loading on 
the bearing by the crankshaft. Both problems will result 
in early engine failures. Measurement of the rod for 
twist, bend, and center-to-center distances are made with 
sophisticated rod alignment machines. 

Figure 9.68 This electronic rod tester can check a rod for bend, twist, and 
center-lo<enter pin location all In one setting. 
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In the following sections we will discuss the neces-
sary steps, honing ancVor bo1ing, required to recondition 
the connecting rods for top performance. 

Cap And Rod Cutting 
All connecting rods have a paiting edge. The major-

ity of those a.re flat surfaces machined onto the cap and 
rod sections. The edges must be straight and perpendicu-
lar to the sides of the rod. Cap misalignment can reduce 
clearance between the rod and crankshaft journal. The 
cutting procedure is not unlike the one used for the main 
beruin g caps. The difference is that both the cap and the 
rod are ma.chined. Each should have a minin1urn amount 
of material removed in the process. 
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Figure 9.69 These are the main components of a cap grinder. 

In most rebuilding cases, you will ren10ve .003" 
(0,08 mm) from each ma.ting sUJface [.006" (0,15 mm 
total)]. This cuts the effective rod length by only . 003" 
(0,08 mm), not .006" (0,15 mm). This amount of re-
duced center-to-center distance does not disrnpt the 
compression ratio significantly and does not compromise 
piston-to-deck clearance, even when the deck is resur-
faced. Most deck resurfacing procedures remove .003" 
(0,08 mm) to .006" (0,15 mm). 

Most connecting rods use bolts and nuts to clamp 
the rod and cap together. Some rods use bolts only. hi 
either case, the bolts must be removed before machining 
can occur. To remove them, you may need a press and 
disassembly fixture. Engines with torque-to-yield (TTY) 














